
ZWCAD+ 2015 SP2 Release: Tons of
Enhancements to Speed up Design Efficiency

ZWCAD Design, an innovative supplier of CAD solutions for the MCAD and AEC industries, officially
announced the release of ZWCAD+ 2015 SP2 with new features like, Flip Dimension Arrow, 3GB OS
Switch, newly added BMP/JPEG plotters and enhancements like more efficient Reference and
License Manger.

Flip Dimension Arrow—For large projects that require tons of annotations. The irregular annotation
layout would interfere visual experience thus decrease working efficiency. Flip Dimension Arrow
makes cluttered annotations easier to navigate to assist you to quickly spot the note you need.

3GB OS Switch — For designers who use 32 system, turn on the 3GB switch will allocate more
memory to ZWCAD+. If the physical memory is 3GB, turn on the switch, ZWCAD+ can take up
1.8GB to 2.0GB which means ZWCAD+ can work more fluently with the new feature, especially with
large drawings.

Newly added BMP/JPEG plotters—For users who were previously frustrated by the inability to print
raster images like BMP and JPEG. The newly added BMP/JPEG plotters will end that. Drawings will
have multiple ways to “come to life”.
Enhanced Reference Manager — The enhanced Reference Manger now support right click menu and
report export as well as tree path which largely facilitate the management of external resources.

More intelligent License Manager—The License Manager would try to obtain floating license from
the alternative server automatically when the preferred server is down. This improvement makes the
management of network licenses much simpler, and solves unstable server problem.

“Users’ voice can always be heard by us,” said Daniel Huang, Product Manager of ZWCAD+.“This
new update fixes many bugs that users have reported to us, they will experience a more stable and
efficient product.”

Improvements and enhancements of ZWCAD+ 2015 SP2 are not limited to these. To try this newest
product, users can download it from http://www.zwsoft.com/zwcad/what_is_new/. Xianjin, the
authorized distributor of ZWCAD+ in Thailand, will attend the Manufacturing Expo 2015 during
24-27 June. For any detailed product feature information, users can visit Xianjin’s booth (Z23) at the
exhibition to get the hand-on experience, or go to www.zwcadthailand.com

About ZWCAD Design
ZWCAD Design Co., Ltd. is an international CAD software provider through its network of over 300
partners in 80+ countries and regions. Its product ZWCAD+ is used by CAD designers across the
AEC and MCAD industries.
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